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Opinion Editor: John Walker
Phone: M09-5873
Twitter: MSUi'JewsOpinion

Our View

Early for Vacation
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of

The Murray State News.
The idea of having a Fall Break
is in many ways a privilege. In
other times, the longest holiday
:my students would receive after
summer would he Christmas.
Even that was not nearly as long
as it is today, with the school
handing out an entire month away
from st1.1dies for basically two
days worth of celebration.
Of course, very few students
actuall>· complain about the fact
of having more time to explore
their world. longer breaks allow
for longer trips and more intense
short-term study abroad programs.
The real issue though is how we
got to the point where we have a
fall break and exactly why the Fall
Break docs not seem to be taking
place in the actual Fall season
anymore. Fall's cool weather and
new scenery creates a new and

refreshing atmosphere for stu·
dents who have spent many long
months in the summer heat. Some
may not enjoy changing out of
shorts and T-shirts into jackets
and pants.
If that is the case. there is a place
called Florida which would be
happy to have them.
When Fall docs arrive, it seems
everyone is set for the semester. .
We are finally getting to the business of attending the University
and experiencing this whole idea
of a higher education when, all of
a sudden, we are told to go home
and see the family after working
so hard these five weeks.
This year Fall Break falls just at
the end of September with the
leaves just starting to change.
Why is the school throwing
everyone off when students have
not even taken their midterms
yet? At least this year's Homecoming weekend ..yill mean a little
something for everyone at the
University.
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Who only takes cash?
There is a trend spreading
around local businesses to stop
taking debit and credit' cards due
to increased costs of running
· those forms of payment. It is no
secret that running a card instead
of paying in cash costs more to
both the customer and the business.
The town of Murray is except'ional in its ability to retain so
many small and local businesses.
Other
college• towns are infamous
' t' (
.•
for their lack of diversity when it
comes to off-campus options for
~ studer\t's. Here that hns
been an issue.
Recently a number of local
restaurants have decided they no
longer wnut to dcnl with the hassle of cnrd reading machines, citing the cost for not only themselves but for their customers.
The problem with this decision
is not the inconvenience it will
cause those who fmd themselves

never

without cash in their daily operations, but with the beginning of a
downward slope for businesses
doing away with their machines.'
Young people today very easily
change their habits if forced to.
Unfortunately for these businesses, the changing habit will be
where they shop, not how they
pay.
When thinking of students businesses should keep in mind stu·
dents' options are 1~mited to time
and space. How close is it to campus and can we get there and back
before the next class?
With only two ATMs on campus in the same spot it is very
unlikely students will cross campus just to get cash for what they
need when they could just go
somewhere else.
So we ask local businesses
before making what seems like a
smart decision to remember students and their limitations.

.

do you aM ...

you will do
for Fall Break?

''I'm going back to Paducah to hang out
with my parents and friends and catching
up on sleep."
Elizabeth Lester • Paducah, Ky.
freshman

"Going to Nashville for a hockey game."
Ryan Hudson· Paducah, Ky.
sophomore

''I'm going to visit my brother and hang
out with my friends."
Jasmine Middlebrook• Memphis. Tenn.
freshman

Jesse CarruthersfThe News

The-News
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
email: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175
thetlews.oro
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Cartoon by Madeline Bartley

Campus Voice

Rain, rain, don't go away
There's someclouds moving in. There was a
ttie middle of a storm (indoors
thing special
dark front moving toward me
or out). I remember the foreign
in the evolufrom the east.
feeling of drenched clothes, my
shaking muscles and the smell
tion of a
The first roll of thunder was
strong storm,
my cue to start booking it. I , of wet wood mixed, with petriespecially after
knew I could not Qutride the
char.
a drought.
storm, so I decided to try any- •
It might seem odd, but this
The ominous
way.
memory relaxes me. It hum·
The sky turned so dark the
bles me to know that I've been
Jessica Kania clouds on the
caught in weather that
afternoon could have passed
junior from
horizon, the
for late evening. I had to
stopped me in my tracks.
Westchester, Ill. ever-increasAlone in that barn, I maring
wind,
remove my sunglasses just
and the shifting restlessness of
to see where I was going.
veled at the power of the downnature all come together to
:fhere had been a noticeable
pour while I rung out my
awaken a base emotion in me
drop in temperature. I felt
clothes and waited for the light·
one raindrop. then another
that seems to defy words.
ning to subside.
Sometimes rain can be annoyMy favorite part of a storm is
and then the sky let go.
the leading edge. There is someThe rain was coming down so
ing, especially when there's
thing so incredibly powerful
hard and fast it turned the world
something you want to do outabout watching a storm roll in,
around me into a strange palette
side.
whether it's from an outdoor
of dancing. blurred colors. Water
I know I grumble when I have
viewpoint or the confines of a
was rushing down the hills I had
to dig out my water-proof (ish)
dorm room.
so myopically chosen to climb
shoes and umbrella for the flfth
Sunny days are lively and
and I wondered if the torrents
day in a row (Really, Murray?).
would sweep my wheels out
alluring, but there's another
I also know that I usually
kind of beauty that beckons
from under me.
commiserate with my fellow
from bluish·gray clouds on the '
students when a complaint is
At the bottom of the hills,
horizon.
puddles were forming so fast
brought up regarding the seem·
I can always feel the feral part
and deep that they subingly incessant rain.
of me begin to panic slightly
But maybe we're just
merged my shoes every
time I reached the bottom
looking at it the wrong way.
when the wind whips through
Rain
of my pedal stroke. I was
does
something
my hair: Will I have shelter?
flying on adrenaline, a ·
strange to our moods. The
Where are all my loved ones?
huge grin on my face as
I remember a few summers
passionate beginning of a
the winds whipped around
ago I went on a bike ride along
storm might leave me with a
my bike and lightning flashed
the abandoned roads of Wisracing heart, but the quiet d.riz·
in the sky above. I fmally came
consin's Northwoods. When I
zle that follows usually inspires
left 'the house there wasn't a
upon an abandoned barn near
introspection.
the side of the road.
cloud in the sky. It was sunny
Try it sometime. The next
and warm with mild humidiI slammed on my brakes
time there's .r ain moving in, turn
ty. I set off to tackle some
and ran for the cover of its
off the TV and grab a friend.
hills that overlooked a neardilapidated roof, grateful for
Run in the streets and laugh
by lake.
the makeshift protection.
through the downpour.
I was at my turn-around point
I waited until the rain died
Sit on the porch and see
when I fmally sat back to stretch
down before finishing the soggy
where the misty night takes the
and looked up at the sky. I had
trek home.
conversation. Rain isn't some·
been in my groove for the past
It's this memory I always
thing that should be endured;
recall whenever l find myself in
hour and didn't notice the
rather, it should be enjoyed.

Have an opinion? Send it in and we will print it.

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor·in·Chief • 809·68n
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John Walker
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Opinion Editor • 809-5873
Advertising Manager • 809·4478
Charlotte Kyte
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Sophie McDonald
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------

Nick Paxton
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Write to ust
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The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Con·
lributors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification and
Litle or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. No anonymous contributions will be accepted. All
contributions should be turned In by noon on Tuesday of each week via email or thenews.oro. Contributions to The News are the opmion of the author and not that of The Murray State News.
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From the front Header photo by Nate Brelsford/ The News

The News strlV!s lo !It lhe Univt>rsity conununlly's source lor InformatiOn. OUf QOaiiS 10 pr~t lbat Information In t fait end unbiased mantlfr and provoca free and open IOIUm lor elpltSSiolllnd dt!Jate.
The News IS a desoqnated public lorum Student edotors hav~ authority to ma•~ all content d~IS~ons wtlhool ctnwshlp or advance
approval. Tilt paper offers a nands·on learning tnvtromnent lor students interested in journalism. The camput press shoold bt free
from cemorshlp end advance approval ol copy end Its editors should dn'elop lhrir edtlorialand n~ policies.
Thl News tS prepared and edited by students and IS 111 olllc!M pubfatiOfl or lolurray State Unrmstty Tilt f11s1 copy IS lrtt. Alldt
lior•ll copies are ~vallable lor 25 cents at m Wilson Hall.
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Campus Voice

Letters ·Letters ·Letters ·

We need a better plan
It's \'leen years
since the begin·
ning · of the
recession. Many
people have lost
their jobs, tiomes
and so on. But
with President
Barack Obama's
freshman from new jobs plan
Paducah, Ky. there is sup·
posed to be hope
for the unemployed to regain their
lost lives. Unfortunately it is still
lacking some thought
It seems like Obama is putting his
foot down, and trying to do what he
believes is right for the country,
harping that Congress needs to pass
the bill soon, if not immediately.
I'm glad to see our president fmally getting off his ass and doing
something not last minute, but con·
gress has some legit reasons to not
go head strong into this most recent
job giver. As usual they aren't going
to handle with immediate or even
delicate care.
The plan is to keep layoffs from
happening to mqre than 28,000
teachers, as well as supply opportu·
nities for unemployed vets., even
giving jobs to the unemployed,
mostly consisting of road, school,
rail road and bridge construction.
The next part of this plan is to
increase payroll tax, thus giving
approximately $1,500 dollars to the
typical family.
Right now the plan is still being
talked about. and is not yet a bill.
Overall this plan sounds good
enough, but there's a little hole in
the increase in payroll tax cuts.
lbis is what most people fmd is
the biggest problem with Obama's
job's plan and it makes sense why
people, even Democrats, to the public's surprise, are against it. The idea
is that the tax cuts will help the
country pocket more money, thus
helping employers hire new workers and help get more jobs for
everyone.
~e problem is this is a theory, if
anything. There is no proof that the
payroll tax cuts will actually do any·
thing due to the fact that only the
employed will actually benefit from
having more money for working.
The plan would decrease the
amount of pay for hiring someone,
while the hired individual would be
able to keep more of their money,
rather than having to relinquish
some of their pay to taxes. So the
idea is that the more money avail-

(This letter is a response to the
staff opinion in the Sept. 16 issue
ofThe Murray State News titled
able, the more jobs can be accumu- "Who has the right?")
lated
1
The problem. again. is that this
hasn't been tested, and the biggest 1
issue is that only the employed The editorial, Our View, in the
would benefit from this since, as Sept. 16 issue of the the Univer·
described before, they could keep sity New!i seems to be filled
more money in their salaries. Now with contradictions, naivete and
most of these individuals would ignorance.
have no real need to save this The city of Paducah is passing
money.
the ordinance to allow the car·
Yes, they would be smart to save rying of firearms in their parks
extra cash, but the economy is still and buildings not because they
in a recession, so there still isn't want to, but under duress. Their
much spending that can be done. present law is in conflict with
The unemployed would not be the state pre-emption law, much
'affected positively or more nega- to their chagrin.
tively, besides the obvious fact that You state that gun accidents
they have no job, no way to get arc no stranger in this country.
income in the first place.
Did you know that gun ownerSo while it may assist in keeping ship is at an all-time high, and
the hardworking individuals work- that gun accidents are at an all·
ing, as very little assistance as it may time low?
be, it doesn't quite help the jobless, You ask if the public can be
which is the target and reason for trusted to arm itself and make
the entire plan.
the right decisions when it
But by far the most serious con· comes to responsible handling
cern is that Social Security will be of weapons in a public place.
taking a punch in the gut. Less tax Did you know this is always the
income means less money for what question that is asked when a
1
most people consider workers com- state is considering legalizing
pensation and will affect people in concealed carry, and that the PC
their later years.
"intelligentsia" always replies in
Taxes for Social Security were the negative because they think
put in place for the unemployed, that the public is not as smart as
usually retired.
they arc?
Social Security is supposed to put And then did you know that
us in a position where we get to when concealed carry laws arc
spend as much money as we want. passed that crime rates uniformso it's really just shooting yourself in ly decrease? This knowledge
the foot by stripping money from it. has caused many police and
Unfortunately this will be the sheriffs departments to change
first, if not biggest cut for this plan their minds about the subject,
to succeed, leading to bankrupt and but not the PC smart people
penniless unemployed elderly, and/ who rely on emotion rather than
or injured citizens who just cannot scientific data.
work under their disabilities.
You state that the majority of
I can at least give the heads of our 'gun owners know how to mainwavering country some props. for tain a safe atmosphere when
actually attempting something even handling their weapons. Then
slightly competent. But the plan still you refer to them as trigger
isn't dealing with the root of the happy cowboys. WMt's wrong
problem.' rather just one of the side !with cowboys anyway?
plots of tt.
You state that you would pre·
We need more.ip~ome, plain and fer police in parks. That's
simple. And while getting more jobs understandable.
and increasing spending is a good But what about the cost asso·
way in the long run there is just not ciated with that? Police general·
enough to benefit the already unem- ly do an admirable job, but they
ployed and not . much reason for are frequently· understaffed and
those already working to spend
more money.
Social Security does not need to
suffer from this either. It's a decent 1
try, but Obama needs to focus more
on getting more money not just
more jobs.
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Don't forget to visit us at

thenews.org
Jeers to - the spike in all

cheers
•

&
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the alcohol reports this
semester. There is nothing
wrong with experimenting.
But can't we do it

in a manner

that~

doesn't inake stu·
dents look incom·
petent. We can

do better.

Check it!
l

• The Nerd Facebook opinion forum:
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CIJeers to ... pumpkin fla- Cbeerl to - Fall Break for
vors coming back into the ~ coming in to save

market. Nothing is bette.r
that spiced Chex ~
Mix or a wonderfu1 latte. Even if
there's a shortage it makes this
season worthwhile. We
caa't wait.

us from all the
woes of the past
six weeks. There
is nothing like a
little faDdly aac1

chiD time to help students
out before the most important part of the semester.

underpaid.
And even more to the point,
when seconds count, police are
minutes away.
In addition, while there are
certainly notable exceptions, it
has been my experience that
most policemen aren't as proficient with firearms as citizens
who use them on a regular basis.
This is understandable since
police only have to qualify with
their firearms infrequently. Furthermore, some departments
are reticent to even spend
money for bullets for officers to
pr~ctice with their firearms.
Have you noticed where the
vast majority of mass shootings
take place? It shouldn't be a surprise that they occur in make
believe "gun-free zones", usually schools, whe'r e the shooter
knows he can kill safely.
In a few instances, even in
those places, citizens have
accessed a gun and stopped the
violence. But those occasions
are rarely mentioned in the
media for some odd reason. Of
course some of these tragedies
occur in churches, which are
considered safer than parks.
Prohibiting guns in public
places only affects law-abiding
citizens. It delights criminals,
who don't obey laws anyway.
Such laws have no effect on
them or the guns they carry.
Of course it's illegal to com·
mit murder, too, but does that
stop criminals from doing it?
All such gun laws do is make
some feel safer, or more com·
fortable as you say, until another tragedy occurs. Then they
want to strengthen those useless and dangerous laws, to the
detriment of public safety.
You state that it is our right to
carry arms in public places, and
indeed it is. Furthermore, it is
morally and ethically correct to
defend oneself and others. Yet
incredibly, you seem to be advocating, ignoring or even repealing that right.

Jaywalking

Falling in love

Fall is a time of
year I love more
than any other.
Not just because
of the leaves
changing and the
wet weather finally showing up.
Those are a given.
John Walker There is something very unique
Opinion Editor
about the fall season here in Murray I can't put my
thumb on just yet.
Aesthetically there is a complete
difference in this town than other
communities 1 have lived in. Maybe
it is the amount of green space or the
bizarre weather that is so prone to
the region.
Fall is historically the last time
before winter we have to appreciate
the earth and the life of the natural
world, with the harvests coming in
and the traditional practices of canning or smoking tobacco coming
around.
This is a time of many different
types of celebration. It is also a time
of reflection, with one of our most
venerated holidays following at the
end of October. Even .if Halloween
has been commercialized beyond the
point of good taste, the roots lay in a
much deeper understanding of how
we should remember those who
came before us and their importance
in our world.
After that we celebrate the impor·
tance of those living around us and
the bountiful fruit of our labor
through the year. The giving of
thanks is known around the world
and helps us understand winter's
coming promise of death in nature.
As a kid I remember jumping in the
leaves after hours of raking. My sis-:
ter and I would throw the leaves in
the air and crumple them up over our
heads to the dismay of our parents. It
seemed to be the one time of year
everyone was at ease and not worried about what was going on in the
world
That might have been the complete
obliviousness that comes with child·
hood. But looking back I was glad to
have it. There were no primaries or
Don Duncan elections in my world.
non-student
At school the colors would change
from Murray from bright greens and yellows to
earthy browns and reds. The teachers knew how to keep us from wanting to stay in the classroom. Surrounded by all the seasonal decoration I only wanted to run outside and
see the changing world one leaf at a
time.
Today 1 cannot say I am much
different. The fall is a time of
retreat into our deepest
self.
We don't have that
strive for inclusion we
get on cold winter nights
and certainly aren't overwhelmed as
Jeers to - Fall Break ~ we are on the hottest summer days.
for giving U$ the
·
Like every other season in our temfalle impression it
perate climate I know this fall will
is OK to take a
end. But this inevitability allows me
break and chill out
right before mid-terms come the will to take full advantage this
around. There is nothing worse time of year. The reader can rest
assured no day will go wasted in this
than being given mixed mesgreatest of seasons.
sages. Fall Break, you are a
Contact Walker at john.walker@
total enabler.
murraystate.edu.

dap,

bap,

Share your thoughts about articles.
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
The Murray State News
FaceboOk page ·

Did Fall Break
come too
early this
year?

BAWK!
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State higher education excels
Ed Marlowe

Kentucky Public Education chanves from

Staff writer

2009·2010

lation and the future of Kcntud.] post-scc~mdary education going forward.
"This progress validates the vision of House
Billl," King saiJ. "The bill cr~:atcd a new set of
expectations for posr-secondarr education
tied to higher levels of degree production,
economic growth and greater opportunity for
all citizens."
King, however, W'JS short of.calling House
Bill I a complete success.
"While we are improving at a faster rate
than other states on these measures. Kentucky
still faces.. chalkngcs.'' he said. "These ur..:
challenges we'll focus on lWt.'r the next Sl'Veral years, including college and career readiness, achk·vcment gaps. and better connecting
the work of higher education with the state's
economic needs."
Sue Patrick, director of t·ommunications for
the CPE, discussed how the national anJ state
economy have affected improying education
• ,.
k

Over the past decade, Kentucky has 50
improved faster than any state in the nation in
several key areas regarding post-secondary
education.
40
The news was confirmed by findings
released in early September by the National 30
Center for Higher Education Management Systems of Boulder, Colo.
The announcement was made at a news con- 20
fercnce attended by Gov. Steve Beshcar and
other dignitarit•s instrumental in the Kentucky
Post-secondary Education Improvement Act
of 1997, more commonly known as House Billl.
Bt•shear affirmed at the news conference
that House Bill 1 was the backbone of the
. . .•
. . ..
improvements, giving thanks to the many whu
dedicated time and effort to the cause of fur...... 11111.111 W l Jltii
, .r N
thering education in Kentucky.
h' , l . •
1 I'WS
(of,ljl IL IJ>" rfln 1ol(I\C 11 o,l('
"This kind of success would not be possible
In r..CJllllC y.
without the dedication of many leaders, educators and volunteers who •
"We saw a significant enrollment increase in our institutions. across all
made higher education improvement a priority," Beshear said. "Better edulevels. but primarily at KCTCS as adults returned to school to re-tool,
cation and better access to education are keys to sustained economic
upgrade skills to be more competitive,· and advance career opportunities
growth for our state. Investing in higher education is not only an investin particular," Patrick s;\id. "lt ,has al~o resulted in less state revenue to
fund t'ducation improvements."
ment in our students, but also- an investmeat in our economy and future
economic compctitivt:ness."
·
Patrick said on Sept. 22 the council approved l3 state targets to hl' met
from 2000 to 2009, Kentucky ranked first in the nation for rate of
by the year 2015 in order to continue the growing success of higher cdu·
improvement in the percentage of adults aged 25 to 64 with college
cation in Kt'ntucky.
degrees, going fr9m 24.5 percent of the demographic to 30.5 percent. a six
According to cpe.ky.gov, the goals include improving the readiness of
high school graduates for C(lllcgc, increasing the nwnbcr of GED gradupercent increase.
In the same span of time, KentuCky ranked second for improvement in
ates,' continuing the successful trend of bachelor's degrees being complet·
the percentage of adults aged 25 to 44 with college degrees, moving Kened and reducing the amount of students who qualified for funding but did
tucky up eight places to 36th in the nation.
not receive assistance.
Furthermore, Kentucky ra1tked first for improvement in the pen:entagc
In March 1997. the'T:tsk Force on Post-secondary Educatiou concluded
of six·year graduation rates at four-year institutions from 393 percent tu
that Kl'ntucky cdul:ation was unprcparrJ to meet the standards and
47.8 percent. catapulting Kentucky up nine places to 35th in the nation.
demands of the global cccmom}' of the 21st century.
Former Gov. Paul E. Patton proposed and signed the landmark legislaIn re:;ponsc, House HiU I helped create the CPE, the KCTCS. the Kention known as House Billl into law and now servt..-s as the chair of the Ken·
tucky Virtual Campus, the Kentucky Virtual Library and the Strategi<;.
tucky Council on Post-secondary Education.
CommittCl' on Post-secondary Education.
Council President Robert King voiced confidence about the past legisContact Mar/owt• ;tt cdward.marlowc@murraystatc.cdu.

:
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... Inside the stoly
According to .cpe.ky.gov, House Bill 1
unveiled six goals to be achieved by 1M .2020
fiscal year.
•A seamless. integrated system of postsecondary education strategically pllliU1Cd
and adequately funded to enhance ecobOmic
development and quality of life
•A major comprehensive research lastitution ranked nationally in the top 20 public
universities at th~ University of KeJmscky
•A premier, nationally-recognized metropnlitan research institution at the University
Qf Louisville
•Regional universities, with at least one
nationally recognized program of distinction
or one nationally recognized applied
research program, working cooperatively
with other post-secondary institutions to
assure statewide access to bachelor's and
master's desrecs of quality at or above the
national average
·
•A comprehensive community and techni·
cal college systelh with a missJon that
assures. in conJunction with other post-sec~
ondar'y institutions. access throughout the
Commonwealth to a two-year course of gencr~l studie$ designed for transfer to a baccalaureate program, the training necessary to
develop a workforce with the skill to meet
the needs of new and existing industries, and
remedial and continuing edu~tion to
improve the employability of citir.ens
•An efficient, responsive and coordinated
$}'Stem of providers that delivers educational
services to all ad1,1lt citizens in quantities and
of a quality comparable to the national average or above and significantly elevates the
level of education of the adults of the Com•
monwcalth
Trust funds were also created to provide
financial support for system-building behavior and university endowments.

Campus gains
more 'safe zones'
Meghann Anderson t
Staff writer
The Murray State ally directory has almost doubled the number
of faculty and staff particip:1ting in the safe zone program.
The safe zone program encourages faculty and staff to become
allies for lesbian, gay, ·bisexual and transgender students, faculty
and staff. lt gives faculty and staff the opportunity to voluntarily
designate their area as a safe zone.
The progr<~m is designed to reduce prejudice and discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity and gender
expression at Murray State by creating a safe and affirming cam-·
pus, according to a statement on the University's website.
The program is intended to send a message to students tlut the
designated area contains a visual and vocal ally.
,"So far we have 154 faculty and staff on the list.'' )ody Cofer, a~a
demic program specialist and Alliance adviser, said. "More arl'
still coming in."
.
Cofer said a full list of faculty and staff who participate in the
safe zone program are available online.
"It is a working list, and it is updated regularly,'' Cofl•r said. ''For
those that arc always working on thesl' kinds of issue it can show
progress to how far we have come. I would almost argue within
reason that every area has a participant, all of the major divisions
are represented."
Cofer and Josh Adair, assistant proti.!s:;or of English. arc working to create a training program for the participantS of the s.a fc
zone program.
Cofer said safe zone participants lack training- something he
hopes to work on in the future.
"StudenLs arc already under a lot of pressure with classes and
to find their place :;ocially on campus,'' Brian Kinnaman, senior
from Hazelwood, Mo., and Alliance member, said. "So when it
comes to being able to express .what can be a difficult subject with
a mentor, professor or administrator. it is imperative that they
know they have one less potential barrier to break."
Cofer said the next step in the safe zone program would be a
seminar for those who have been designated as safe zones.
"One idea on the table is.crcate a film or short video to view on
your own time and sign off," he said. ''To go on the safe zone lbt
the participant would have to watch the video."
Cofer said the goal is to have so~e sort of training or workshop
available for the allies.
"I can sec so much more growth potential in the program's
future," Kinnaman said. "Training of those faculty and staff who
do wish to post a sticker outside of their office to know the I.GBT
and ally resource:o Murray State offers and how to handle specific situations that a srudent might bring to them, in my opinion, is
the next step in the program's growth."
Said Cofer; ul would say the safe zone program is not only for
LGBT students. ~ut it did start as a partnership between the
Alliance and MSU."
Contact Anderson at manderson22@murraystarc.edu.

·--------------------------~

• All rooms have refrigerator and microwave.
• Rated 100% by Dept. of Public Health.
• Owned and operated by an MSU graduate.
• The only 100% non·smoking and pet-free
hotel/motel in town.
•Free high speed wireless internet.
506 S. 12th St. (US 641 l
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-2682
Online reservations: murrayplazalodge.com

EmJil: mpl®murrayplazalodge.com

10% OFF for Murray State parents, alumni and visitms!

~--------------------------~
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Jody Cofer. academic program specialist. discusses the importance of diversity in religion.

Audience members take notes during the panel.

Panelists discuss Muslim student difficulties
C h ris W Ucox
Contributing writer
Seven panelists met with the University
community Thur~day nightchallenges and
hardships facing lslnmic followers on
campus as well as the dangers of profiling
uthers.
The meeting was held in the suuth common worn of Richmond Colle~ e.
J''dy Cofer. academic pro~ram specialist
and member of the President's Commission on Diversity and Inclusion, moderated the c.~vent.
"This is not a simple panel discussion,"
Cofer said.
The panel's main purpose in meeting is
to .k arn what Murray State ean do to show
respect for cultural challenge~. Cofer said.
The seven panelists speaking for the
night were Brian Clardy, Abdulrahman
Yarali, lhsan Alkhatib, Ibrahl•em Alkahtani, Katil' Gaines, Michal'! Basile :md
lhufiq Rashid.
After introductions, the panelists oneby-one shared their viewpoints with tht!
audiCJK"c.
·
"Human beings arc more similar than
they arc different," Clardr. assistant pro-

fessor in the department of hi~tory, said.
He said it \\~.ts extremists who have
fuincd the perspective of the majority.
In the c:t.;;e of 9/11, he asked, if people
coulu judge an entire race by the action of
19 people.
'
"Wi! must build bridges of understanding." he s:tid in conclusion.
l<'olluwing Clardy, Gaines, graduate studt.>nt from Henderson, K}'.. and member of
human development and leadership, said
the issues that come with the misundcr·
standing of another religion, another L'lllture were the rt•asons dictating the need
for discustoion.<>.
The inability to understanJ and dislike
another's race stems from not undcrstanding'thc Ish1mic religion, Gaines said.
Alkahtnni, graduate student from Mur·
ray. snid there are mure than 300 Muslim
students and families within the community and that he would like to sec the Uni·
versity help end the mbundcnaandings
bctwl'cn each other.
In addition to the previous statement,
Yarali, associate professor of telecommunications systems man.tgement, said the
Muslim Student Association is present on
every major unh•crsity throughout the

u.s.
In order t~' understand one anuther people must broaden their vocabulary for
other religions, he said.
"We. must also reali:Zl' there arc bad people in every faith." Alkhutib, assistant professor in tlie department of ~rovcrnmcnt,
l~•w and international affairs, said.
Michael .Basile, visiting professor in
education :;tudies, said he lived for two
years in a 1\1rkish village and not once did
he feel in harm's way.
The residents were just curious, he said.
''Thcrl' has b~en :1 cultural undercurrent
that has maJe <Americans 1 very misundentanding of the Islamic culture,"
Rashid, senior lecturer jn the department
uf history, said.
"1 think the main purpose of discussion
was to try and learn more about other religions, especially Islam; by understanding
others we fall less into fear," Marcie
Siders, junior from Dover. Tenn.. said.
The panell·oncluded with Cofer reiterating the point of understanding. Plans of
hosting other panels ~'Onceming diversity
were also discussed.
Contact
Wikcu:
at
cwilcox2@
murraysrute.edu.
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Athlete

Spotlight:

I

. Zickfi

Favorite meal:
and dumplings

~hicken
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Sport to watch:
Football or men's
basketball

Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor

Sophomore middle blocker and outside hitter
Wendi Zickfield has always wanted to be a Racer.
"I've always wanted to come to Murray," she
said. "1 came to Murray in eighth-grade with my
best friends to watch .Southeast Missouri State
play football -and ever since then I thought this
Music:
was college."
During her junior year of high school Zickficld
Techno, dubstep or country
went to a Murray-SEMO football g;sme in her
hometown of Cape Girardeau, Mo., and · saw
Coach David Schwepker who saw her play th.c
next week and eventually offered her a scholarship.
The 6-foot 2· inch student-athlete began playing volleyball in fifth-grade, but in high school
she came to a fork in the road.
Book: "90 Minutes in Heaven"
"I couldn't decide between softball and volleyball, but I really liked the volleyball coach."
Zickfield said. ''Then I wanted to play basketball
in college until my junior year when I really got
involved with volleyball."
Despite her Jove for everything about the
Hobbies outside of volleyball:
sport, Zickfield said before committing to Mur"My farm is my getaway. It's out in the
ray State she was torn between volleyball and
her other passion - -modeling.
country, I have horses, 4-wheelers, a
"My parents told me that being a college athpond, and then modeling. I want to get
lete is not something you can waltz back into, so
they told me not to give up my college athletics
back into it as soon as I get out of coland to just go for it and do what I want," she said.
lege and go as far with that as I can."
"They said in the end whatever makes me happy
will make them happy."
Her parents are her biggest fans. she saicl
"The want to sec it all," she said. "They come
to every game and that makes me so happy. It's
Favorite place to be:
just so nice to have them there."
She credits her dad for making her the person
''Riding my horse."
she is today.
"He's my biggest supporter, my mom is too but
he's been the one that pu~hed me, pushed me.
pushed me as far as ( could go until the point of
breaking," she said. "He would do anything for
me; I am daddy's little girl and he is my hero."
Favorite movie:
Motivated by family and friends, Zickficld is
Something Borrowed
pursuing her dream of working on camera with ·
ESPN by majoring in organizational communi· ,
cation and minoring in broadcast journalism.
"Just having the support of everyone around
me makes me want to do it more," she said.
Melissa Ruhlman! The Nl'wS
"Having my parents push me so hard in sports
and athletics and academics makes me want to
myself
even more
and
" ::======:::=::-;:{:'~;r.::~;3:;::;:::;::.;:::
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The 20-year-old is proud of her accomplishments, but one stands out.
"<rm proud on getting to play with this ream
and for Coach Schwepkcr," she said. "He is un·
believable in every aspect, the greatest coach.
he's like a second dad. He knows everything
about all the plays and he gets involved in not
iust your athletic life but your personal life. rm
really proud to have him as a coach."
Contact
McDonald
murraystate.edu.

at

smcdonald3@

If you had tO Start a band With three Of your teammates, Which three WOUld they be and Wtiy?
"My three people would be Molly Goodrich. Beth Mahurin and Kayleah Sauer because I practically live with Molly and all we do is
·1
dance . we'll YouTube dances to almost anything and we'll learn the dances. Beth, because she's crazy and Wll dn anything with
us and with Kay leah because she's just as crazy, dances all the time and tries to sing. She'll say, 'I know I'm so awful,' ,but she
k
·
h
ld b th d
th'
eeps gomg, so s e cou e e rums or some mg.
·(Our band would) probably be somewhere between rap and dubstep, hip-hop and techno. It's something you can dance to and
we can just make noise and it would be the music and we could mumble and it would be the rap."
,

•

Racer results Sept 23-26
- Soccer vs. UT-Martin T2-2
-Soccer vs. Southeast Missouri l 0-3
-Volleyball vs. Tennessee Tech W3-0
-Volleyball vs. JacksonvHie State l2-3
- Softball at louisville l 0-2
- Softball at louisville l2-6
· - Rifle team at UT-Martin W4567-~541

AH8ntion Undergraduates
Increase your earning potential and job opportunities.
Get a Ph.D. Let us help.

~cNair

Scholars Program

$2800 research stipend. Money for grad school visits.
Undergraduate scholarship money. ·GRE prep. Much more.

Contact us about eligibility
requirements at:
msu.mcnair@murraystate.edu
270-809-2951
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MICHELLE D. WESTERFELD
Small animal \'<'ll'I:i.n ary care,
s_urg<"ry, dcutistry.
exotic p<·ts and boarding.
Pn":;em your Ract!rcard for a
10 peiCl'IJI db.rount off of your
lin•t visit.

Y
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~ Where the health and happiness 0..
W
of your pet come first!
•.-
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Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Murray 270-759-2500

Now accepting applications.

The MSU Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program is 81.2%
funded by the U.S. Department of Education under grant #P217Ac:f.?IJ2:5J
at $225.cro aroually, and 18.8% state funded at $52,em annually.
~

~ ~ -=· -::. ·=- ~ -:.:. ·=- ~ ~ ~ -:. -=- ·=-=· Murray Animal Hospital -J.

• Budgrt & dl'Sign<'l'

cyewear
• Most insurance

accepted
·All types of contacts

Murray State
Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye ewn.
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Volleyball

Open Mouth, Insert Football

Racers look to improve game

Pay them to play them: Part J

Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

File photos

Junior lydia Orf celebrates during agame last year.

Since 2008 the Racer volleyball team has not
managed to take down the facksonvillc State
University Gamecocks, and Saturday's match
was no exception.
Even though thl' first two sets of the match
went the Racers' way, JSU eventually took the
match back, ending JHS in th~ fifth set.
In light of the game. Coach David. Schwcpkcr
was understandably optimistic.
"Actually, I thought we did well," Schwt.•pker
said. ''I know where-our team is and I know our
players and what they're capahlc of, so I actually wasn't frustrated. We played really close to
our ability. We got a chance to sec Jacksonville
State and we went five gaml'S with them, and
they were close. We're in the running with
jacksonville State. so in our conference dght
now. I think we're OK."
Teresa Krog, senior middle hitter, also spoke
to the clear improvement of the Racc.r,team
since last year's matches against Jacksonville.
"We just focused and came together as a
teamJ" Krog said. "We have a lot more heart this
year than it seems like we did in the past. lt's
been great to come together like that."
The Racers will have at least one more
chance to beat the Gamecocks later in the season, and. having already come so close, a little
improvement may go a long way in th<tt regard.
"I think if we served tougher, if \Vl' served a
little better, or a little bit harder that would take
them out of their element," Schwcpker said.

"They wouldn't be able ro run the middle,
maybe."
This week the Racers continue in their conference season. taking on UT· Martin and SIUEdwardsville. Last year Murray State took both
matches from both of their upcoming competitors, but in the OVC the landscape of teams nnd
their abilities is constantly shifting. leaving
Schwepker curious about the games to cume.
"Every year is different and every year is another team," Schwepker said. "The bottom line
is you never know. Ev«!ryyearwe have different
pcrsonalitil•s and they have different personalities. We just really trr to get out every timl'
and do what we can.
• "We haven't seen Martin. and wt• know
they're doing really well. So right now, Martin
might be one of the top teams in the conference. I'm anxious to see them and sec where we
are with them and that will really h.clp us decide what direction we need to go."
The Racers took on SIU-E earlier in the season. besting them. in four sets. Despite the v.in
neither Krog nor Schwcpker would risk underestimating them.
"SIU is a good team; they're very consistent."
Krog said. "Hopefully if we stay consistent with
them we can beat them."
Schwepker echoed her sentiments.
"We just need to get in and take care of busi·
ness with them,'' he said. "We know who on
their team we need to focus on. and that's what
we'll make sure we do."
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@

murraystate.edu.

Women's Tennis

Tea~ heads to
Carly Besser
Staff writer
The 2011-12 season is finally
here and the women's tennis team
is ready to ace it. With a clean
slate, the Racers arc playing their
first official OVC match at the
Steve Baras Invitational in Chattanooga. Tenn., Friday through
Sunday.
The team is currently coached
by Kara Amundson. a new interim
coach rcplacing previous Coach
Connie Keasling.
"We're so ready for this.''
Amundson said. "The girls are reallx excited to actually play other
teams."
The Racers capped off last season with an overall record of J0-13.
beating opponents such as Morehead State, Eastern Kentucky Uni-

Chattanooga with interim coaching staff
versity and Tennessee State. They
se:tson arc sophomore Carla Suga,
made it all the way to the 2010
junior Ashley Ganty and seniors
OVC coriference championship
Cassidy Cunitz. and Ashley Pierbut lost in the first round to
son.
Austin Peay. Although they did
Amundson said all of the girls
not achieve their desired results,
work together e.xtremely well
Arimndson said she is confident in
One of the girls to watch this
the singles teams.
year is Cunitz. In the 2009-10 sca"The singles teams are really
:.on, Cunitz played No. 2 through
strong right now. It's going to help
No. 5 singles. She finished the seaus out a lot in Chattanooga," she
son 7-4 overall and went 6-6 in the
said.
fall tournaments.
However, Amundson said the
She ended the season with three
team is still working on their doustraight wins in her final singles
bles games.
matches. Collectively, Cunitz has
"We're still trying to blend our
an overall singles record of 31-25
doubles right now," she' said.
and an overall doubles record of
"We're working on it."
24-25.
This year's roster is six women
This season, Cunitz said the
strong, two of them bl'ing fresh·
Racers have practict.•d incredibly
men. This is Jordana .Klein's and
hard to be ready for the season.
Carolyn Huerth's first season with ~--"W~c: run and lift to prepare for
the Racers. Returning players this
matches," she said. "And we play a

lot of matches against each other
to get a feel for the game again."
Through the tough practices
and long workouts, Cunitz said
she is confident her team has what
it takes to compete with the best
of them.
1
' We :11l click really well," she
said. ''1 would say that this year's
team is the most cohesive team Wt.'
have had since I've been here."
The tl•am is full of spirit this
year and Cunitz said that she enjoys being ..:alling herself a R4Jccr.
"I loyc the support I get here,"
she said "The team and dcpartml!nt is awesome."
Of the three invitation:Jls ahead
of the team, nne is at home. The
Murray State Invitational is Nov.
12 and 13.

Contact Besser. at cbesser@
murraystatc.edu.

Women's Golf
IntercoUegiate match
preparation underway

Weaver said. "I just want to play the way I know
how and to do good."
Milkman snid she believes it's been two or
three years since the Racers have competed in
Jacl Kohn
this event. however, she remembers the cuurse
Staff writer
can be difficult at some hoi~ .
"It's a very challenging golf course." she said.
Over Fall Break the Murray State women's golf
''There arc three or four holes that you really
team wj)J head ttl Lexington, Ky., to compete in
have to bit good golf shots but we're looking forthe Betty Lou Evans Intercollegiate tournament
ward to the challenge.''
hosted by the University of Kentucky. The team
In preparation for the tournament tht' team
will play at the University Club Golf Course Fri- . has been working on their short game, 100 yards
day through Sunday.
• and in, Milkman said.
The women's golf team is coming off a win
"That is obviously. always a very important
after taking the top spot at their first tournament,
part of the game," she said. "l'he golf course that
hosted by the Racers, at Drake Creek Golf
we are going to is a demanding golf course. The
Course in Ledbetter, Ky., on Sept. 12 and 13.
greens are extremely fast and it's important to
Coach Vdvet Milkman, who is in her 18th seahave a good short game."
son, said she wants the team to play to its capaThough it is early in the season and she hasn't
bility.
seen many of the teams yet. Milkman said the
"We try not to set a number goal most of the
competition will be stiff. Of the IS colleges the
time." Milkman said. "Just go out to play to our
Racers will compete against, including Univerpott•ntial and we know if we do that we will put
sity of Michigan, University of Illinois and home
our~elvcs into a good position in the tourna·
team University of Kentucky will be the biggest
ment."
competitors.
Alexandra l.cnnartsson, junior from Nykoping,
"It's a very strong field; I think there arc sevSweden. said she wants to focus on the mental
eral teams there that could step up and challenge
side of the game.
for the tournament title," she said.
want) to go out and play relaxed golf,"
Milkman said she is really excited about this
Lennartsson said. ~u·s when I play the best and
year's team and it's early chemistry.
usually if you arc relaxed the rest of the team is
"The work ethic on this team is very good as
as well."
well," Milkman said. "If they continue to do what
junior Ali Weaver, from Litit1., Penn., said she
they are doing now I think that we art~ going to
R)~ln Rich.ud'iOnl Tht.' N£'w.~
has ht:r goals set for n low score.
have some success this year."
"My goal is a 75 or below for every day,"
Contact Kohn at jkohn@)murraystate.edu.
Junior Alexandra lennartsson prepares to putt.
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Should a college athlete be compensated for performance? Tllis
question opens up a can of worms
like no other and has proven to
evoke emotional arguments from
both sides.
The NCAA holds that amateur
athletics is the impeachable standard and it enforces this view
firmly if not fairly. While propoBen
nents of amateurism have acMorrow
ceptcd it as the status quo in the Sports CXJiumniM
NCAA. advocates fail to object to
the tens of millions of dollars some mliversities receive every year through their men's basketball and
football programs. They ignore the hundreds of
coaches who make a rich living commanding the
broke college athletes who put butts in the seats. They
fail to explain how NCAA officials. mostly made up of
college presidents and athletic directors, rakt? in buckets or dollars every year on the backs of free labor.
Amateurism, it is argued. only applies to the workers who create the product.
The response to this argument is that college .lthletes are compensated by tuition-free scholarships and
free boarding, perks each student wouW love to have.
It doesn't matter that most athletes can't get n jc>b on
the side to earn spending money. After all. how do )'OU
put a price on a degree? How do you place.n dollar
value on a student-athlete?
A recent report bas done just that. '"l11c Price uf
Poverty in Big Time College Sport" was written in a
joint effort by the Drexel University Department of
Sports Management and the National College l'lnyers
Association. It's a damning documl'nt for the NCAA.
detailing the amount of dollars the top foot hall and
basketball programs bring in ea~'.h year versus thl'
standard of living the same athletes endure.
The National College Players AssoCiation's website,
www.ncpanow.org. explains the report's findings .md
methodology.
"Examining football and basketball teams from
Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) colleges, the study
calculates athletes' out-of-pocket educational rclatl•d
expenses associated with a 'full' scholarship, compar\$
the room and "board portion of players' scholarships
to the federal poverty line and coa~:hes' and athlctk
administrators' salaries and uses NFL and NBA collective bargaining agreements to estimate the fair tn.lrket value of FBS football and basketball players. The
study highlights college presidents' admission of their
inability to reform college :.ports and calls for federal
intervention to help bring forth a new mudci ufama·
teurism in college sports that emphasllcs <:Jutation,
minimizes violations and allows players to seek commercial opportunities."
The report, which can be found in its entirety nn the
website, offers the following results as highlights:
1. "The average scholarship shortfall (uut-of-poc.kct
expenses) for each 'full' scholarship athlete w<.~s approximately $3,222 per playt!r dutfng.,h~~l0-11
sChool ye31'."
'
2. "The room and board provisions in a full scholarship leave 85 percent of players living on campus and
86 percent of players living off campus living below
the federal poverty line."
3. "The fair market value of the average FBS footba II
and basketball player was $120,048 and $265,027, respectively."
4. "University of Texas football plarcrs' fair market
value was $513,922 but they lived $778 below the federal poverty line and had a $3,624 scholarship sh,>rtfall."
S. "Duke basketball players were valued at $1,025,656
while living ju~t $732 above the poverty lint~ and a
scholarship shortfall of $1,995."
6, "The University of Florida hnd the highe~t combined football and basketball revenues while its football and basketball players' scholar~hips lefl thl!m
living $2,250 below the federal poverty lin~ and with a
$3,190 scholarship shortfall."
You read that correctly. The average I >ukc men's
basketball player is worth more tha1lSl million annu·
ally, based on the TV contracts and endorsements the
team brings into the university each year, yet its average player pays $2,700 out of pocket each year.
The University of Florida brought in the most revenue through its men's basketball and football pro·
grams last year at nearly $79 million. while its average
athlete lived at $2,250 below the poverty line. The average salary between the men's basketball and football
coach at Florida was more than $4 million.
So if this disparity exists for the large moneymaking
universities. where does this leave smaller schools like
Murray State? In my next column, I'll bring this n little closer to home and look at where alma mater
stands.

Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystute.Pdu.
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Student takes inline route
Savanuah Sawyer
Contributing writer
There are many ways to get around campus. Some
ride bikes while others walk. Another route less taken is
inline skating.
It all started at the beginning of the semester with Rebecca Johns, a freshman from Crete, Ill.
Johns has received looks and comments from her fellow classmates and is known around campus for her
chosen mode of transportation
..Two guys on the second floor of Hester, Matt Higdon and Keegan Miller, always call me 'Rollerblade
Girl,"' Johns said.
She came up with the idea when she got her
Rollerblades as a graduation present in May.
Sometimes bikes can be too much of a hassle and too
much to h•g around so skating is an efficient way to get
to class if you are in a crunch for time, she said.
"It's a really good way to get to class and it's smaller
than a bike," )obns said. "It works different muscles and
you have both hands free but it's scary with no brakes.
If you love (skating), go fo_r it but there can be some
downfalls to it."

smashed into it and the outside of my left thigh hit it."
Although her injuries were small they didn't seem so
at the time.
"At first I thought I had a concussion," she said. "1 was
really dizzy; I thought my face was bleeding everywhere
but it turns out I just had a scratch on the inside of my
lip. My leg now has a big bruise the size of my hand."
Johns said she had mixed reactions when she first hit
the pole and ended up on the ground.
"I didn't know if it was too embarrassing or if I was in
so much pain - I didn't know which one is worse," she
said. Nl realize now that the pain was a lot worse."
johns was lucky to have the help of her friends after
her spill. Clay Kuegel, freshman from Owensboro, Ky.,
helped her put on her socks and shoes since she could
not reach her foot.
"She was unable to move around," Kucgel said. "I was
able to bring food to her and, on top of that,l would frequently visit her room to make sure she was OK."
Kuegel said he finds it interesting that Johns skates to
class.
"Personally, I think it is what makes her unique and it
brings out her personality." Kuegel said,
Another friend of JohnS. Chase Hilsmeyer, freshman

Lately..tbo\J811. studeDI$ around caulpus bav~.iYaDSYWe.JDd.. ~~ ber ~ Q.,._{~____.--~
seen much of Johns and her rollerblades.
"Last Wednesday I was going across the bridge
and there were people in the middle so I decided to
skate on the patch of cement on the side," Johns
said. "I was going around a tree branch and in the
cemenl there is a tiny divot and I didn't see it My
right blade went into it and 1started falling forward
and there's a pole and I hit my chin, then my body

Melissa Ruhlman!7he News

her Rollerblades again. .
"I hooked onto Chase's bike and he pulled me to
class,'' she said. "It was really scary; 1 was shaking. Every
time I went over a crack or any time of rock, my knees
started shaking.''
Johns said she plans to be back on her Rollerblades
soon, skating around campus as confident as before.
Contact Sawyer at ssawyer@murraystate.edu.

Alumna wins second annual homecoming T-shirt design contest
Anna Taylor
Assistant Features Editor
In its second year, the Homecoming T-shirt design competition, sponsored by the Alumni
Association. has announced the
winner for its contest.
Amy Maness, :Uumna from
Murray. won this year's design
contest with a navy vintage
Racer tee.
Entries were submitted in the
summer and lasred until July 29.
The submitted designs were voted
for online by the public on the
Alumni As~ociation's website, raceralumni.com. The top three
~:hoices by the public were then narrowed to one by the Alumni Affair
ofl1cc and Homc...:oming Committee.
To enter the contest, students,
"alumni, faculty and staff visited the
website for the entry form. All entries had to follow the guidelines r~)r
consideration.
"ll's a drop box kind of form so
you just submit your artwork," Sabrina Mathis, associate director of
Alumni Affairs, said. "<You c:m use)
Publisher, Illustracor, different file
types, JPEGs. however you can ereale it into a graphic ami then we
load them onto out· site onton separate page and WI..' h:we tht• contest
through that so we display all that
arc cntcrt:J."
·
Some of the guidelines included
requiring the design to be t:rented
fora navy blue~ or white T-shirt, tht!
designer could only use up to four
ink colors and the Hdrnecoming
theme had to.bc incorporated in the
Jcsit,'ll somehow. The dcsignt•r w-as
also required to include the words
''Homecoming 2011" und a rC'fcn•nce
to Murray State..
An artist could submit up to two
designs.
There were 15 entries submitted
this year. Mathis said . Maness submitted two: one she described as
' vintage and che other modern.

"I hearJ about the T-shirt desit,rn
competition last )'car and I missed
the deadline but I decided this year
that 1 wanted to give it a try because
of the theme," Maness said. w·once a
Racer, Always a Racer,' just sounds
to me Hke a vintage tee and I really
like vintagt~ tees."
Because of her winning design.
Maness received a $100 gift certificate to the University Bookstore, a
framed ver:;ion of the T·shirt and Tshirts for her family.
"I just sal down one day and
thought abuut what would look
good anJ kind of dcsit,rncd it around
the Dunkl'r lob'<l," Maness said. "I reml'mber the Dunker logo from when
I was a kid back in the '80s. That was
the athletic logo and it was amazing
and I thought it would be a great
look."
Voting began on Aug. 1 and lasted
one month. There were a total of756
votes, making this year more successful than last year by nearly 100
votes. Each n·gistercd user was limited to voting once, Mathis said.
Alumni Affairs had the dght to
negotiate changes with the winning
design for printing purposes, the
guidelines stated.
"With Amy we asked her to mod-

I

AI he Oougldss/Th~ News

Amy Maness, alumna from Murray, shows off her desiQn. She won the 2011 Homecoming T-shlrt desi9n contest with a vintage design.
ify it just a little bit.'' Mathis said.
"The bottom bar, when they printl'J
would not read well on the shirt so
she had to enlarge it a little bit."
Last year was the first Homecoming T-shlrt desi~n competition. Out
of the 12 entries, Michael Buckingbam, alumnus, won with his design
for the "Remember the Racers"
theme.
The contest has improved this
year with more entries, votes and
publicity.
"We're going to continue with the

contest and see how it goes," Mathis
said. "HopefullyT-shirts will always
stay popular. Everybody likes a
shirt."
Karol Hardison from the University Bookstore helped with placing
the T-shirt orders and making sure
the shirts are available for sale on
Homecoming weekend.
The shirt will be available for sale
at the University Bookstore. Teitt
City and the Homecoming football
game while supplies last.
The shirts become available Oct.

..
I

3 for $9.99. For Racer Fest on Oct. 10,
the fust 100 students can get the
shirt for $7.99 nc the University
Bookstore. To order a shirt early,
visit shop.murraystate.edu and have
it shipped directly to you.
Said Mathis on Maness' winning
design: "It's different It's not a design that we have on campus in the
bookstore already so it is unique. It
fits the theme: 'Once a Racer. Always a Racer.'"
Contact Taylor at acaylor2@
murraystate.edu.
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Top: Bawn in the Mash perform Saturday at BBO on the River in Paducah, Ky. The event, which features
live music from local bands in addition to food and other activities, stretches over two and ahalf blocks
of historic downtown Paducah. Bottom left Aparticipant tries not to slip while crossing water in a
water ball. Bottom right: Trophies are awarded to participants for barbecuing the best food in categories such as 'Best Pulled Pork.' 'Best Chicken' and 'Best Ribs.'
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Murray State University

Racer Tracks now active! Check it out in MyGatel
Every MSU student, alumni, faculty and staff
with M# has access I
Activate your account as soon as possible to prevent missed opportunities.
To activate account:
Students/Alumni with M#: Login to MyGate. Select Academics tab and then click on the
Racer Tracks Icon. Create your profile and upload a resume to begin applying for
employment opportunities and interns~ips
Faculty/Staff with#: Login to MyGate. Select Employee tab and then click on the Racer
Tracks Icon. Cre~te your profile and upload a resume to begin familiarizing yourself with
'
the system to promote to your respective students.
~
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CA.REER FAIR Tl PS
For Successful Career Fairs
Career fairs provide job seekers a way to explore opportunities from many companies in
one location. It's a great way to learn about job openings, research companies and practice
your interviewing and networking skills. To get maximum results, prepare ahead of time so
that your efforts are effective, impressive and beneficial to your job search. Network!

BEFORE THE FAIR

AFTER THE FAIR

Do your homework.
Spend time researching the companies at the fair. Employers love talking to candidates
who are familiar with their company and business. You'll come across as intelligent and
interested. Access registered employers at the student link to review and investigate
employers of interest. Match your skills to company qualifications or position of interest.
Get your resume In order.
Create and/or refine your resume and bring many, many clean, crisp copies to hand
out.
Prepare a sound bite.
Create a one-minute ·sound bite" that summarizes your skills, goals, experience. and
the kind of company with which you want to associate. Practice this until you are comfortable using this as your opening. Anticipate interview _questions and practice your
responses.

AT THE FAIR
Plan the day.
Relax and plan on spending time at the fair. Career fairs are not that frequent so plan
your time well. Try to avoid standing in long lines. Go ear1y if possible because the first
hour is usually the slowest. .
Ease into it.
Visit your lower priority companies first. This way you can practice and fine tune your
approach. When you are ready, proceed to the top priority employers on your list.
Keep It lively.
The lines may be daunting, but don't fail to maximize this opportunity. Talk to every
company that fits your experience and ambitions. If you meet with 20 recruiters, at the
end of the day you will know 20 people by name.
•When you get to actually talk to a company representative, remember to shake
hands firmly and Introduce yourself. This is your chance to make the best first
impression.
•Network! Talk to both employers and other job candidates. Iflou are standing in
line, don't be shy talk to the people in line.
•Avoid the shopping spree. Many companies give out freebies at their booths. It's
OK to pick up an item or two, but don't leave the impression that you are shopping
· for your dorm or apartment.

Get the interviewer's business
card - and follow upl
If an interview goes well, you will want to follow up with a letter within a couple of days
that reinforces the points you made and the
facts you learned. Always refer to the date
and location of the job fair. Highlight parts of
the conversation that stood out to make it
easy for them to remember you. Always
include a copy of your resume.

MURRAY
s

2011 FALL CAREER FAIR
Wednesday, October 5th
Curris Center, 3rd floor
10 a.m.- 3 p.m.
Student Unk to Career Fair:
http://murraystate.experience.com/stu/cf_de
tails?fhnd=5043
·
Planning to attend? Visit the above URL and
click on "Registered Organizations· to view
all employers participating in the 201.1 Fall
Career Fair Or, click on "Filter By Major
Recruiting" drop-down field to find employers
who are recruiting for specific majors.

experience.corn

eRecrultlng. eRecruiting Pro. Experience Aloomi. eProNet aod Experleooe career Fairs ate trademarks of ExPerience. Inc.
Copyright 0 2009 Experience, Inc. All rights ntSeM!d. The infonnatlon and apeclfic:atlons in this document may be subject to change. 0609
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J
111 Main Street
Anywhere, KY 44444
Date

3 blank lines

II

1 blank line •

Mr. Robert Employer
Personnel Director
ABC Company
111 First Street
Somewhere Else, KY 11111

1 blank line

Dear Mr. Employer:

1 blank line
1 blank line

1 blank line

1 blank line

.

1st paragraph

-Referral
_
- How you learned of the position
- Position title/specific department for which you are applying
- Resume enclosed

•.

2nd paragraph

- Show how your experience and skills meet the job description

3rd paragraph

.

- Discuss the company/organization and include information
from your research
- Tell them you are available for an interview and express interest
in the company _
- Request a personal interview

4th paragraph

- Thank the employer for his/her time and consideration
-Include your telephone number and e-mail address for their
convenience to dis.cuss future employment or interview opportunities

•

Sincerely,

.
3.
bla.nk·,·
·ne•s•~J
1 blank line

.

o-M A.

S~

John A. Student
Enclosure

. .

Dos
• CoUect the correct company information incll~Clqconc:.cts. ~b
description and mailing inf'onilation
• Tailor the letter to a spec:ifie position and compay
• A.ddres& the lener·to a~ ·person
• Elaborate on sld1ls aad ~not llsted OJl ~ l'tJAiUte
• Ute same color aad q,Wity paper and eaveloJle

• 'ljpe addieiS on envelope
• ltfiep letter to'* .,. in lea&th
• QbtaiD iaput frcml othen fer opiuioas 00 COPielfll
• PriOti. . repiiOOf
• Ask for an intelriew tUlCt
dMes uut~Qf~

pm"*

Doa'D

• Addlai letter to ~or -xb Whom It .NArJ Concern"
• Make each jtarasraph too 1eaftby, liinit eaCh 'to +S . . . . .
• Bugerate ordaims 11d11s. dlat a.t:eliDUUe
• ._. tlte fetter ao paetaltbatit could ao•m MY~
• ~lte ,our applteatioama...., ~Your. MPidtU'e
~
what ~ou 10t wlalch ,_ _.. app1JJPI

•

w.-.

• lelbl ..,.fliiiRPh dh -P. or~
• rot4

,_._.or,.._,
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Is your
resume
ready?
RctpmeTip:
..~ferably, ( $
page docun1ent
-Do not use

abbreviations (except
postal markings)
·DoNOTuse
templates; Find a
format that repre.sents you and the
content of
information you
provide
-Be unique, creative
and CONSISTENT
with format 1ind
organization

QgtlOBII

Heidlnas
ipclude but not
limited to;
-Affiliations
-Memberships
.Qrganizations
-Professional
Development
-Training
-Experience

-Volunteer
-Special Class
Projects
-Special Training
-Certifications

.....

1beNews

( Sample Resume

J

September 28, 2011
Name and contact
information are obvious and
easy to read

John Doe

123 Elm Street Murray, KY 270.555.1234 john.doe@murraystate.edu

.

Objective is. brief and )
+
(
To utilize my educational background and experience to obtain a position as a XXXXX with ABC Compan .____ _ _s_pecm
__c_ __

®~u

Education
Murray State University
Bachelor of XXXXX
Area: XXXXX
GPA: 3.5214.00

Murray, KY
Expected: May 2011

Above average GPA and
well-rounded
education

Work Experience
ABC Financial Planners
Finance Intern
Organized , attended, and participated in meetings between advisors and clients
Conducted cold calls to prospective and current clients
Gathered financial Information ~nd arranged appointments witli brokers

Murray, KY
Summer 2010

Evidence of strong,
verbal skills

Murray, KY
XYZ Corporation
August 2009 - May 2010
Human Resources Intern
Provided human resources support to operating department
Worked on a team that developed a wage Incentive planning tool for plant managers - - - -... (
Conducted a benefit analysis of temporary labor usages

~

ABC Restaurant
Server
Waited on twelve to fifteen tables per shift Handled monetary transactions frqm all customers

Volunteer ExPerience
Community Crisis Center
Hotline Volunteer
Provided support to individuals experiencing personal problems

SPecial Skills
Fluent in written and spoken Spanish
Proficient in Microsoft Excel, Adobe Photoshop, and Quark Express
Honors I Awards
XYZ Honor Society
XYZ Sorority
ABC Scholarship

Murray, KY
Summers 2008 - 2009

Murray, KY
August 2005 - November 2007

Teamwork experience )

Strong work ethic and
customer services skills

Impressive Volunteer
Experience

-

Technical and foreign
language skills

Involvement and
leadership outside of the
classroom

8
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Fall 2011 Recruiters
AFLAC
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Account Representative
Ag Connections, Inc.
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Majors Being Recruited: Computer
Information Systems; Computer Science;
Telecommunications Systems Management;
Agribusiness; Agricultural Science and
Technology; Agriculture Mechanization;
Agronomy
AgriGold Hybrids
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Interns; Full Time
District Sales Manager
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Science and Technology;
Agronomy
Air Relief, Inc.
Industry: Engineering - Manufacturing
Majors Being Recruited: Engineering
Graphics & Design; Engineering Physics
Alexander Thompson Arnold PLLC (ATA)
Industry: Accounting; Finance/Banking Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Intern; Staff Accountant
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Finance
Amazon.com
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Intern; Safety
Specialist
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
&Health
Archer Daniels Midland Company
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Grain Terminal
Operations; Safety Intern; Safety
Majors Being Recruited: Agricultural Science
and Technology; Agriculture Mechanization;
Occupational Safety & Health
Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. (New
Madrid, MO)
Industry: Energy/Utilities
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health
Bankers Life and Casualty
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Agents; Field Trainers;
Management
Bellarmine University
Industry: Academic
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Briggs & Stratton
Industry: Engineering - Other; Manufacturing
Bristol Broadcasting (WKYQ., Double Q,
Electric 96.9, WLLE)
Industry: Media - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Journalist; Media
Bunge North America
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness

Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Education; Agricultural Science
and Technology; Agriculture Mechanization;
Agronomy; Engineering Graphics & Design;
Engineering Physics; Engineering Science
C.A Jones Mgmt Group, LLC
Industry: Private Firm
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting;
Computer Science; Marketing

ATTENTION STUDENTS
"Passport to careers" is the theme
for this fall's fair.
All students who receive 15 or more
stamps from registered vendors will
be eligible for a chance to win a gift basket
of items from various business in Murray.
What do you have to do to enter?
Simply visit and interact with at least 15 career fair
participants and get each employer to stamp your
card with their specified stamp.
You must be professional, you must interact and
network adequately to receive company stamp.
When complete, drop card at Career Services Table
at the main entrance outside of the ballroom.
Drawino will be held at 8 a.m. Friday, Oct 7.
Get a head start.
Review and target interested participants at
http://mu rrayst ate.experience.com/
stu/cf-details?fhnd=5043.

.

Carpenter Company
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited; production manager
trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Industrial &
Engineering Tech, Mfg Tech, G&D;
Manufacturing Technology; Chemical
Manufacturing Mngmnt
Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation
Industry: Finance/ Banking - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Information Services
Analyst - 2011/2012 College Graduates;
Information Technology Analyst - 2012
Internship
Majors Being Recruited: Computer
Information Systems; Computer Science
Center for Toxicology & Environmental
Health. LLC (CTEH)
Industry: Consulting - Other; Sciences Other; Environment - Other; Research
Jobs Being Recruited: Environmental
Scientist; Toxicologist; Industrial Hygienist;
Emergency Response Project Manager;
Asbestos Consultant
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Biochemistry; Biology; Chemistry;
Aquatic Biology; Environmental Engineering
Tech; Environmental Regulatory Affairs;
Earth Science; Conservation Biology; Wildlife
& Conservation Biology; Geoscience; Earth
Sci/ Geoarch/ Env Geology/ GIS; Geoscience
(Masters Degree Only); Water Science
CGB Enterprises, Inc.
Industry: Agriculture/ Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Grain Merchandiser
Trainee; Operations Management Trainee;
Assistant Accounting Manager Trainee; CTLC
Management Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness
City of Murray, Kentucky
Industry: Government - Other
CNA Insurance
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Risk Control Trainee;
Risk Control Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Architectural Engineering Tech;
Civil Engineering Tech (Architect & Constr);
Construction Engineering Tech;
Electromechanical Engineering Technology;
Engineering Graphics & Design; Engineering
Physics; Engineering Science; Environmental
Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering
Tech; Applied Engineering & Tech Mgt; Elec
Engineer Tech; Electrical & Telecomm Engr
Community Options, Inc
Industry: Nonprofit Organization
Jobs Being Recruited: Community Support
Staff; Community Access
Computer Services, Inc.
Industry: Technology - Other;
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Recruiters (continued)
Telecommunications
Jobs Being Recruited: 2012 Summer
Internships; Full-time Software Engineers;
Telecommunications and Networking
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Science;
Telecommunications Systems Management

Consolidated Electrical Distributors- CED
Paducah
Industry: Wholesale
Jobs Being Recruited: Manager Trainee;
Technical Sales
Data Records Management Services
Industry: Technology - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: I.T. Support; Software
Developer; Production Assistant; Off-Site
Scanning Team
Enterprise Holdings
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Mgmt Trainee; Mgmt
Trainee Intern
Fastenal Company
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Support
Four Rivers Behavioral Health
Industry: Healthcare- Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Clinical Practitioner;
Asse·ssment Specialist; Community Support
Professionals; Clinical Associates
Majors Being Recruited: Psychology/ Clinical
Mental Health
Four Rivers Internal Medicine, PllC
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: LPN; CMAs; Office
Tech; accounting
Majors Being Recruited: Computer
Information Systems; Nursing; Office
Systems Certificate
General Electric -Aviation
Industry: Aviation/Aerospace
Jobs Being Recruited: Process Engineers;
Product Owners
Majors Being Recruited: Electromechanical
Engineering Techology; Mechanical
Engineering Tech
Georgia-Pacific, U.C
Industry: Manufacturing; Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Associate;
Health & Safety Entry Level Professional
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health
Graceland Management Services, llC
Industry: Accounting; Consumer Products;
Finance/Banking - Other; Manufacturing;
Retail/Merchandising; Corporation
Jobs Being Recruited: Accounting;
Management; Logistics; Sales; Accounts
Receivable
Hawkins Research
Industry: Construction; Finance/ Banking Other; Government - Other; Insurance; Real
Estate
Jobs Being Recruited: IT Specialist ·

Majors Being Recruited: Telecommunications
Systems Management
Heritage Bank
Industry: Finance/Banking- Other
Hutson's Ag Equipment
Industry: Agriculture/ Farming/ Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Service Technicians;
Ag Sales Persons
James Marine, Inc.
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Representative;
Clerk; Craft Workers
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors

Kemper CPA Group
Industry: Accounting
Jobs Being Recruited: Staff Level !; Interns
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting
Kentucky State Police Headquarters
Industry: Law - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Troopers
Majors Being Recrui~ed: All Majors
Kroger Company, The
Industry: Consumer Products; Food and
Beverage; Manufacturing;
Retail/ Merchandising
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting;
Business Administration; Computer
Information Systems; Finance; Management;
Marketing; Occupational Safety & Health;
Manufacturing Technology; Elec Engineer
Tech
Lattimore, Black, Morgan & Cain, (LBMC)
Industry: Accounting
LifePoint Hospitals. Inc.
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Staff Auditor
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting
Logan College of Chiropractic University
Programs
Industry: Academic
Lourdes Hosj>ital
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: RN
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
Marathon on Company
Industry: Energy/Utilities
Jobs Being Recruited: Health Environment &
Safety Intern
Majors Being Requited: Occupational Safety
& Health
Marathon Petroleum Company, LP
Industry: Energy/Utilities
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Civil Engineering Tech (Architect
& Constr); Engineering Science
Marquette Transportation Company &
Bluegrass Marine, Inc.
Industry: Transportation
Jobs Being Recruited: Engineer; DeckcrewEntry Level; Cooks; Deckcrew-Leadership
Maxim Healthcare Services
Industry: Healthcar~her _
~..J

Jobs Being Recruited: Healthcare Recruiter

Missouri State Highway Patrol

.

Industry: Government - Other; Law - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Trooper;
Communications; Civilian Support Personnel

Murray Calloway County Hospital
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Physical Therapists;
Medical Technologists; Medical Lab Techs;
Registered Nurses
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing; Pre. Occupational Therapy; Pre-Physical Therapy;
Medical Technology; Speech-Language
Pathology; Medical Lab Tech
Murray State University WKMS-FM
Industry: Communications/ Media - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Intern
Nashville School of Law
Industry: Law - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: law school student
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Industry: Finance/Banking - Other .
Jobs Being Recruited: Top 10 Internship; Full
Time Career
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Owens Corning
Industry: Environment - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Environmental &
Safety I,.eadership Program; Environmental &
Safety Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Environmental Engineering Tech;
Environmental Regulatory Affairs
Owensboro Police Department
Industry: Government - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Police Officer;
Telecommunicator
Paschall Truck Unes

Industry: Transportation
PCL Construction
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Health, Safety, &
Environment Coordinator
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health

Pella Corporation
Industry: Corporation
Jobs Being Recruited: Internships/ Coop;
Department Manager
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Management
Richmont Graduate University
Industry: Education/Academia - Other;
Healthcare - Other; Religion; Other;
Social/ Human Services - Other; Research;
•
Academic ·
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
River Metals RecycJ.ins
Industry: Manufacturing; Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Specialist;
Management Trainee
:>:-.·~r·~~•Jt11't'>A ~n rr:1r 1

.,

Contlllued .on page 10
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Recruiters (continued) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - River Metals Recycling (continued)
Majors BeiJ?.g Recruited: Management;
Occupational Safety & Health; Environmental
Regulatory Affairs
RiverValley Behavioral Health
Industry: Healthcare - Other; Non-Profit Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Therapists; Nurses;
Case Managers
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing; Social
Work; Psychology/Clinical Mental Health;
Sociology; Human Services
Sam's Club
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Internship;
Management Training Program
Samford University - McWhorter SchQOl of
Pharmacy
' Industry: Education/Academia- Other;
Pharmaceutical
Jobs Being Recruited: PharmD Program/
Doctor of Pharmacy
Sherwin Wmiams Company
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Management; Marketing;
Liberal Arts
Springleaf Financial Services (American
General Financial Services)
Industry: Consumer Products;
Finance/Banking - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee;
Customer Service Associates
Stage Stores Inc (Peebles/Goody's/Stage)
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Associate;
Supervisor; Assistant Manager; Store Manager
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
~ummit Consulting
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: loss control consultant;
risk management consultant
Majors Being Recruited: Occupa~ional Safety
& Health
Tennessee Dept of Audit
Industry: Government Non-Profit
Jobs Being Recruited: Staff Accountant
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
Industry: Government - Other
Turner Construction Company
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Assistant Project Safety
Manager; Project Safety Internship/Coop
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health
Turner Construction Company
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Assistant Project Safety
Manager; Project Safety Internship/Coop
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety

& Health
.
U.S. Dept of Agriculture (USDA-ATIUSVS)
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Majors Being Recruited: Animal Health
Tech/Animal Sci/Equine/Pre-Vet; Animal
Science
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Industry: Construction; Engineering - Other;
Government - Other; Environment - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Cost Estimators;
Engineers; Construction Reps; Safety
Specialists
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety
& Health; Biology; Aquatic Biology; Civil
Engineering Tech (Architect & Constr);
Construction Engineering Tech; Engineering
Physics; Environmental Engineering Tech;
Geoscience; Earth Sci/Geoarch/Env
Geology/GIS
United Systems & Software, Inc.
Industry: Technology - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales (Part-time, intern,
and full-time); Technical Writer (part-time,
intern); Programmer (part-time, intern);
Systems installation/Networking (part-time,
intern)
University of Kentucky (MBA)
Industry: Education/Academia- Other
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
University of Louisville, Integrated Programs
Biomedical Science IPIBS
Industry: Education/Academia- Other
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
URS Corporation
Industry: Engineering - Other .
Jobs Being Recruited: Electrical Engineer;
Mechanical Engineer; Piping Engineer;
Structural Engineer; Safety ~eer
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting;
Occupational Safety & Health; Civil
Engineering Tech (Architect & Constr);
Industrial & Engineering Tech, Mfg Tech,
G&D; Mechanical Engineering Tech;
Electrical & Telecomm Engr
Walgreens
.
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
WEBstaurantstore.com
Industry: Wholesale
Jobs Being Recruited: Operations Trainee;
Customer Solutions Specialist; Logistics
Coordinator; E-Commerce Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Youth Villages
Industry: Nonprofit Organization
Jobs Being Recruited: Behavioral Youth .
Counselor; Transitional Living Specialist;
Foster Care Counselor; Family Intervention
Specialist
Majors Being Recruited: Social Work;
Psychology/Clinical Mental Health; Sociology;
Human Services; Counseling; General
Psychology
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Social media in your -job search
Lindsey Pollak

jobchoicesonline.com

According to a recent survey; nearly 92 percent of college seniors have
a social networking profile, but less
than one-third have used social networks in their job searches.
If you are looking for a job and not
using social media to help you, you
may be overlooking another avenue
to employment: Many employers
have a social media presence, and
many use social networks to screen
job candidates.
To · make sure you use sites like
Linkedln, Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube in the most effective way
.
possible, follow these 10 tips.
l Develop a professional presence.
What do people find when they
Google you? If the results aren't professional, take down those party pies
and create a professional persona.
Set up a profile on Linkedln, which is
a 100 percent professional network,
and add professional details to your
Google, Facebook, and Twitter profiles.
2. Fill your profiles with keywords.
All of your social media proflles
should include key words and phrases that a recruiter or hiring manager
might type into a search engine to
fmd a person like you. The best place
to fmd relevant words is in the job
listings that appeal to you and
the social media profl.les of people
who have the positions you want.
3. Use Linked.ln to find your path.
Not yet sure what career is right for
you? Take a browse through
Linkedln. Comprised of more than 65
million professionals, Linkedln offers
a huge data base of other people's
ca,reer paths from which you can
gather ideas about companies, job
titles, or professions that might be a
good fit for you.
4. Get personal. When you're looking for a job, your online network can
and should include friends and family. Parents, classmates, professors,
neighbors, and other close contacts
are the best people to provide you
with "warm" referrals to the contacts
in their networks. The bigger and
more authentically your network
grows, the more access to opportunities you'll have.
S. Be a joiner. Another way to form
valuable relationships is to join
online communities with which YO'!
already have an affiliation. This
might include your university's
Linkedln group, the Facebook ufan
.......

page of a nonprofit you support, or
an industry association listserv. Once
you're a member of a group, you can
comment on discussions, meet people who share common interests, and
fmd exclusive job listings.
6. Tweet. Twitter is an amazing
tool to research and connect with
recruiters, industry experts, and
potential employers. Even if you set
up a Twitter profile to "listen" more
than you tweet, you'll get enormous
value out of the information you'll
discover. Plus, many organizations
are now tweeting out their job postings-don't miss this new source of
opportunities!
7. Blog. Consider staking your own
ground in the social media world.
You can blog in writing or video
about your career interests, campus
life, travel, sports, activities, or anything else. Blogging .<as long as you
keep it clean) can demonstrate your
knowledge and passion to a potential
employer. If you're not interested in
your own blog, comment on the
posts of industry . bloggers you
admire. You might just catch the eye
of a reader who is hiring.
8. Share. One of the best ways to
maintain a strong professional network is to support <;>ther people by
sharing helpful information like articles, blog posts, and YouTube videos.
A small, helpful gesture like forwarding a link is a great form of networking (and the recipient will likely help
you in return).
9. Keep people up to date. Status
updates are another smart form of
networking. Update your Linkedln,
Facebook, and Twitter status with
information about events you're
attending, books you're reading, or
other career news. To remind people
that you're job hunting, post updates
such as, "I had a great second interview this morning - cross your fmgers for me!"
10. Use social media to ace interviews. Before a job interview, study
the Linkedln proflles, Twitter feeds,
and blogs of the people and organizations you'll be meeting. The more
preparation you do, the more confident you'll feel-and the more likely
you'll be to make a great impression
and land the job!
Finally, as important as social
media is, remember to step away
from the computer once in a while.
Online methods should supplement,
not replace, in-person job-searching
techniques.
e
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How to answer common interview ·questions, avoid common mistakes
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RegiDa Hudspeth
Career Specialist
Preparation is the key to managing the interview
process. During the interview, it's your job to illustrate that you have the required skills, attributes
and qualifications for the job.
direct your response to the specific needs of the
Prepare to be your best so that you come across
company. Example, my research indicates that your
as being confident, knowledgeable, enthusiastic,
company is known for ....- ........ Express your interand qualified for the position you are seeking.
est in becoming a part of the team because of your
Focus on answering the questions accurately and
desire to .............., while you highlight the fact that
honestly. It is important to be specific, and to prothis type of activity (creativity, innovation) is
vlde examples to illustrate your abilities and
encouraged by the organization.
accomplishments.
-4. Why sbould we hire you?
FailUre to practice and prepare is the first mistake
Your answer should be in terms of your abilities
students tend to make. Knowing how to express
and e~riences in relation to the job plus add any
your skills and experiences will elevate your potenbenefit you could offer the company. Let them see
·
tial to an employer.
the energy, and enthusiasm you would bring to the
Below you ~ill find suggestions on how to
table.
answer the most common interview questions.
S. What are your short-term goals?
l Tell me about yourself.
Be sure to let them know that you plan to be with
Do not ramble, do not discuss personal infonnathe company and this is not a stepping stone. " In
tion. The employer wants to know your careershort tenns I want a good start in a company like
related achievements, experiences, training and
(Company Name) and those responsibilities and
skills as they relate to the position/industry. They
roles which I can use to...... I want to work with
want to know can you do the job, will you do the
great energy and enthusiasm for the growth of both
job, and how cooperative you will be with others.
the organization as well as my career." If you have
The goal is to sell yourself as the best match to the
specifics for the position, state them.
job description.
6. What are your long-term goals?
2. What do you know about our orpnization?
Again, be sure to let them know that you plan to
Here is where researching the company/industry
be with the company and also focus on your achievwill come in handy. Be able to discuss who they are,
able goals and the steps you are taking to achieve
what they do (the services or products), philosothem. "Long term after gaining experience, I want
phies, locations etc...without sounding robotic or
to be in a better position to be able to contribute
sounding like a know it all. Employers repeatedly
and share my knowledge and experience for the
say that students do not know how to sell thembetterment of the entire company, employees and
selves and/or they fail to ask for the' job. "During
shareholders as a whole.
my research, I discovered ............, or This is the job ·
7. Describe a diflicult work situation I project
for me, cause I bringing......to the table...."
(ie..,contlict with boss or co-worker) and how you
3. Why do you want to work for us?
solved it.
If you have done your homework. use it here to
Remain positive while discussing a problem you

Qpestions
to ask during

an interview,
sample responses
Regina Hudspeth
Career Specialist

t

A simple mistake students make is
that they only ask the typical or more
obvious questions during the interview process. It is so beneficial to
reinforce your interest in both the
company and the position you are
seeking by asking the right questions.
This can only be achieved by conducting the proper research so that
you can ask those questions and be
able to respond appropriately with

information you have acquired as
part of the conversation.
Over and over, our employers
repeatedly state that "students do not
ask the right questions and it shows
their lack of interest and their seriousness for consideration of employment." It really is disappointing to
give. this tip in every presentation or
interview consultation, to continue to
hear that in most cases students are
failing to heed this advice.
Another important interview tip is
to formulate a question or two from
the information you obtain from the
interview. This tells the interviewer
that you are listening and retaining
the infQrmation provided, which
again reiterates your interest.
Here are a few common questions
you could aslc
1. If hired, in which area of the organization might I work and what are
the immediate needs of this position?
a. Here is a perfect place to incor-

faced, the action taken and the results or the out·
come of those actions. Provide the necessary
details and examples to reinforce your statements.
The key here is to display your behavior during a
conflict and how you resolved it. Remember to be
relatively brief. Do not talk negatively about anyone
(former boss, co-worker)
8. What are your streDSths?
Use key action words that best describe your
abilities to do the position you seek. Again, here is
where a 30-second speech selling yourself is beneficial. Use examples to exemplify your capabilities
and achievements. "I am a self starter who pays
close attention to details with the ability to motivate others around me to work smarter not harder.
For example, I took the initiative to......and by doing
that it drastically cut cost and got others involved.
Today that project is still in place."
9. What are your we•btetses?
Remember they want to know about your work
not your character. Another important fact is you
always want to tum your weakness into a positive
by stating what you are doing to overcome it.
Example... I'm accused of being a perfectionist. I
like to do things right the first time which makes
me more focused, and organized. My efficiency
saves the company time and money. Use examples
to back up your statement.
10. Do you have any questions for me?
By asking valid and thorough questions about the
company or the position. the employer will know
that you are truly interested. This is another area
where researching the company will come in
handy. Questions should also be generated from
the information you obtain.
It is imperative that you don't ask too many or ask
unnecessary questions.
Remember, if you get caught off guard, or need
clarification, do not hesitate to take the time to
think before responding or if necessary ask for
more information. Practice, practice, practice.

porate information that you learned
during your thorough research of the
company (and the position).
2. How long have you worked for
(name of the company) and why did
you choose to work for this company?
a. A great question and opportunity
for the interviewer to sell the company and what it means to them and a
way for you to gain imminent information into why anyone would want
to work for the company.
3. If hired, what is the expected
start date?
4. When will a decision be made?
5. What is the next phase of the
interview process?
a. Questions 3, 4 and 5 indicate that
you are highly interested and anticipate moving on to the next phase of
the process.
6. What are the experiential training or continued learning opportunities available within the organization?
a. By asking this question, you are

=-"~_,..~~

indicating your desire for long term
employment and continued growth
within the industry, which will ultimately benefit the organization.
7. How would you describe your
company's culture?
a. Another selling opportunity for
the employer as well as a window
into how you might fit into the organization. Are you a match?
8. What is a typical work day? Or
workweek
a. Shows your interest in what life
would be like as part of the organization.
.
The interview process is not over
until you have taken the time to write
and send a thank-you note to each
interviewer. Notes should be mailed
within 24 to 48 hours after the interview. Handwritten, personal messages are preferred when time permits. Remember to ask for a business
card for proper name, title and
address from each interviewer.
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'Five ways to say 'I'm unprofessional'
Peter Vogt
Monster Senior Contributing Writer
In most job-filling situations, the employer has
the luxury of choosing from several well-qualified
applicants, all of whom could probably do the job.
That's when the little things, like the common but
often unrecognized mistakes described here,
almost always come into play. Make sure you avoid
them, so they don't cost you a shot at the job.
l Using a cutesy email address
for correspondence
Example: cutiepie@domain.com, or - far worse something like sexkitten@domain.com.
You might think: It's a clever, memorable email
address everyone will get a kick out of.
The employer will probably think: I can't believe
someone would actually list this email address on
her resume, let alone use it to correspond with me.
Will she do the same thing on the job if I hire her?
Yikes!
2. Putting a silly message on your

answering machine
Example: A is for academics, B is for beer - and
one of those reasons is why we're not here. So leave
a message, OK?
You might think: Mine is the funniest answering
machine message this side of the Mississippi. My
friends will love it.

Six sloppy
speech habits
Diane Diresta
Monster Contributing Writer
You may look good on paper or in
your interview suit, but if you're
looking to nail your big interview,
looks aren't everything. How you
sound is often more important. But
many job seekers let careless speech
habits sink their chances of landing
that plum job.
Here are six common language
mistakes and how to keep them from
sabotaging your interview:
lNonwords
Filler words such as "urn," "ah,"
"you know," "OK" or "like" tell the
interviewer you're not prepared and
make you sound like a Valley Girl (or
Boy). A better strategy is to think
before you speak, taking pauses and
breaths when you lose your train of
thought. Everybody utters an occa-

t~YOID
UNPR(fESSJONALJSM
The employer will probably think: Good lord,
this person probably lives in Animal House. And I
just can't risk interviewing, let alone hiring, someone like Bluto or Flounder. Sorry. Charlie. Click.
3. Sending your resume and cover
letter without proofreading
You might think: Everybody makes mistakes,
even employers. So if there's a mistake or two on
my resume, no big deal. The employer probably
won't even notice, much less care.
The employer will probably think: Everybody
makes mistakes. even employers. But making more
than one minor mistake on a resume or in a cover
letter is unacceptable, and often, even one is too
many. How do I know this person will proofread

sional "urn," but don't let it start
every sentence.

2. Up-Talk
A singsong or rising .i nflection at the
end of every sentence creates a tentative impression and makes it sound as
though you're asking a question
instead of making a definitive statement. You need to speak with conviction when selling yourself in an interview. Bring your intonation down
when ending a sentence to avoid talking up.

the letters he writes to shareholders? What if he
someday leaves a zero or two off one of our financial statements? I better put this resume aside and
look for someone who's more accurate and thorough.
4. Winging your interviews instead
of preparing thoroughly
You might think: I'm good at thinking on my feet,
and if I get stuck, I'll just BS my way through.
Besides. they can't expect me to know everything
about the company.
The employer will probably think: This person
clearly knows nothing about the company, nor has
she made any effort to learn more about us and
what we do. She must not really care whether or
not she gets the job. I want someone who cares. Oh
well, maybe the next person will be better.
S. Failing to send thank-you
notes after interviews
You might think: A thank-you note? You're kidding, right? Do people even do that sort of thing
anymore?
The employer will probably think; This person
has no follow-up skills, not to mention common
courtesy. He could have at least dropped me a
quick email note, like this other person did. I think
I'll invite this candidate for the second round of
interviews instead. The other guy must not really
want the position.

list of commonly mispronounced
words, and practice saying them into
a tape recorder before the interview.
Some common incorrect pronunciations include "aks" for ''ask," "ath-alete" for "athlete," "wif' for "with"
and "dree" for "three."

3. Grammatical Errors
The interviewer may question your
education when you use incorrect
grammar or slang. Expressions such
as "ain't" "she don't," "me and my
friend" and "so I goes to him" aren't
appropriate. Be sure you speak in
complete sentences and that tenses
agree. The interview is not the venue
for regional expressions or informality.

S. Speed Talking
While everybody is a bit anxious
during an interview, you don't want
your information to fly by like a
speeding bullet. A rapid speaking rate
is difficult to follow, and speed talkers are seen as nervous. Slow down
your racing heart by doing some
breathing exercises before the interview. To avoid rushing, listen to the
question, and then count two beats in
your head before answering. When
you finish a sentence, count two
beats again before continuing. Don't
be afraid of silence. Pausing is an
effective communication technique.
The interviewer needs a few seconds
to process what you just said anyway.

4. Sloppy Speech
Slurring words together or dropping their endings impairs the clarity
of your message. To avoid slurring
and increase understanding, speak
slowly during an interview. Make a

6. Weak Speak
Wimpy words modify or water down
your conviction and in the end your
position. When you pepper a conversation with "hopefully," "perhaps," "I
feel," "kind of' and "sort of," themes-

sage you convey is a lack of confidence. Use power words such as "I'm
confident that," "my track record
shows," "I take the position that," ''I
recommend" or "my goal is." The language you use gives the listener an
impression about your level of confidence and conviction.
The Bottom Line
You don't have to study elocution
to speak well. Simply slow down, take
time to pronounce all the syllables
and leave slang at home.
Companies want job candidates
who are well-spoken and articulate,
and recruiters won't represent a job
candidate if they don't match the
client's profile. According to Lori
Zelman, vice president of human
resources at Strategic Workforce
Solutions in New York City, "The
people most highly sought after are
the ones who are succinct in the
explanation of their work experience."
(Diane DiResta is the author of the
public-speaking best-seller, Knockout
Presentations: How to Deliver Your
Message With Power. Punch, and
Pizzazz, and the president of DiResta
Communications, a New York City
speech coaching and training firm.)
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COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION/
INTERNSHIPS
Ray Karraker

·

Co-op and Internship Coordinator
The Cooperative Education/
Internship program at Murray State
University is designed to assist students in developing an understanding of human relationships and the
psychology of the work place, while
providing hands-on work experience
in an academic major. The extension
of classroom training in a profession
adds a unique dimension to the
preparation of a career. By participating in this program, Murray State students have the opportunity to apply
skills and knowledge learned in the
classroom to actual on-the-job train. ing. In addition, they may earn up to
six hours of elective credit toward
graduation.
Through the MSU Care~r Services
office, work experiences are made
avail~ble through businesses, industries, educational institutions, non-
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profit, governme~tal agencies, and
research orgamzations located
throughout the United States and
abroad. Although the University
makes no guarantee as to practice
assignments or earnings. they make
every effort to place students to their
best educational advantage.
Since
the
Cooperative
Education/Internship program at
MSU is flexible, students have a
choice between working multiple
semesters in an alternating, parallel
or combination program during the
Fall, Spring, or Summer term. Work
experiences can range from formal to
informal, paid to voluntary, part-time
to full-time, for one or more semesters. The typical program will
involve faculty/student/employer
interaction to establish requirements
for successful completion of the program. These requirements may vary
with each academic department.
Some departments have required
programs built into their curriculum.
Credit hours and grading standards
also vary with academic departments.
STUDENT BENEFITS
• Earn salary that can assist in
fmancing college
• Receive academic credit for careerrelated experience without going to
class

• Experience and evaluate career
choice prior to graduation
• Learn valuable practical job seeking and job holding skills
• Gain exposure to latest trends,
technologies, and practices
• Develop maturity, professionalism,
and self-confidence
• Earn more money and advance
more rapidly in the chosen career
field upon graduation
• Improve GPA as classes become
more meaningful following work
experience
STUDENT WGIBn.ITY
• Student must be currently
enrolled, degree-seeking at the time
of appointment
• Student must have 24 credits accumulated at a college or university
• Student must· have earned at least
six credits at Murray State University
• Student must have an established
cumulative GPA of 2.0 or higher
• Student must be under an unrestricted baccalaureate admission status
• Enrollment in the program must be
concurrent with the employment
• Student must be willing to pay for
the course by the hour at an in-state
rate
STUDENT APPUCATION
• First, contact the Career Services
Office and establish a co-op file
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• Second, meet with Department
Advisor/Chair to express interest
and inquire about opportunities
• Third, develop a resume to be
mailed or faxed to potential employers
• Fourth, network with friends, family, alumni and/or professionals in the
field about positions
• Fifth, research the companies/organizations you are interested
in applying to determine application
process and deadlines
• Sixth, interview with those companies that contact you
• Once a position is secured, Career
Services can assist you in completing
the paper work needed to register for
the class

Comn1unity
Options, Inc.
Community Options, Inc., a national non-profit dedicated to
empowering individuals with developmental disabilities, is
currently seeking Community Support Staff in Benton, KY.
Full Time, Part Time & Sub opportunities available!
Responsibilities include assisting with daily living skills &
the development of independent community living,
administering medication and complete the appropriate
documentation, and accompanying individual to and from
appointments and activities.

McWhorter School of Pharmacy at Samford University is grateful to the Kentucky
pharmacists who serve as prec~ptors in the cities listed below. These pharmacists hove
oltoined affiliate faculty status, and we I honk them for their service.

Bardstown
Beaver Dam

High School diploma or GED, a valid Driver's License with a
good driving record and a clean background are a must! EOE

Bowling Green
Burlington
Campbellsville
Corbin

Please subr¢t resume to: Carla.Spencer@comop.org or fax to:
270-906-2284

Elkton
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Flemingsburg
Glasgow
Henderson
Lexington
London

Mt. Yemon
Murray
Owensboro
Paducah
Williamsburg

Madisonville

Mayfield

For more information, go to

pharmacy.samford.edu
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What company best
represents me?
I

be~ this one.
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What can Career
Services do for me?
A lot mpre than you are probably aware. Career Services pro- ·
vides MSU students and alumni with a variety of Qpportunities
and assistance in all aspects of career development. Please use
the following FREE services to maximize your career potential.
Employment Opportunities
Information on full- and part-time
employment and daily, updated listings
of job vacancies on and off campus are
available on the Career Services website and in the Career Services office
(210 Ordway Hall). In addition, applications for local student work programs
can be obtained in the office.
Career Counseling
Trained professional staff members
are available to assist ·you one-on-one
or through group orientations with
career planning, job search techniques
and Internet searches. A computerized
program called Discover is also available for you to explore job choices and
determine which jobs might be your
best fit.
Career Fairs
Career Services sponsors various
events throughout the year, including
Fall and Spring Career Fairs, Teacher
Career Fair and Part-Time Job Fairs. All
students and alumni are encouraged to
attend and network with company representatives. Additional information
and a calendar of events can be
obtained in the Career Services office
or on the website.
Graduate School.
The staff in the Career Services office
can assist individuals interested in
graduate or professional school by providing information on applications,
interviews, scholarships, testing and
admission requirements. We have listed
excellent links for information through
our website.

Online Recruiting
Create an account on "Racer Tracks",
a new single sign-on job search database today. Racer Tracks is exclusively
unique to MSU students, alumni, faculty and staff. You can upload multiple
resumes and manage your own credentials electronically on a continuous
basis while searching for employment
opportunities, and internships.
Perfecting your Resume and Cover
Letter
To perfect your resume and/or cover
letter, first drop off your documents at
our office or email them to
msu.careerservices@murraystate.edu.
Next, call 270-809-3804 to make an
al'pointment to meet with Lauren and
dtscuss suggestions to enhance your
documents. You will be sure to leave
with a resume that will stand out
against competition.
Mock Interviews
.
Mock interviews are designed for you
to learn about the interview process
and gain interviewing skills. Mock
interviews can be arranged on an individual basis for most any type of interview setting and are held in the Career
Services office, unless otherwise stated.
On-campus Interviews
Announcements of employers interviewing on campus are posted on the
Career Services website and throughout campus. You can schedule an interview with a recruiter through a Racer
Tracks account. Company information
is available in the office and on the web
and should be reviewed prior to inter-

viewing.
Cooperative Internships
By participating in this program, you
have the opportunity to apply skills and
knowledge learned in the classroom to
actual on-the-job experience while
gaining course credit. The work experience can be a full or part-time, paid or
non-paid, career-related position. You
can elect to co-op/intern for a summer,
semester or an academic year. To be
eligible for this program, you must be in
good academic standing and be
enrolled at MSU the semester prior to
the work assignment. Enrollment must
be concurrent with employment.
KHEAA Work-Study Program
The Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority Work-Study
Program provides job opportunities to
eligible students by placing them in
career-related positions. You must be a
Kentucky resident, have at least a 2.0
cumulative GPA, and be progressing
satisfactorily toward completion of a
degree.
National Student Exchange Program
(NSE)
Through . the NSE network, undergraduate students have the opportunity
to study for up to one year at one of
over 180 colleges and universities at little or no more cost than attending
MSU. This program allows you to take
advantage of the academic strengths of
the other universities in their chosen
programs. Many returning students
also have new perspectives on their
education and better appreciation of
their home region, family and campus.

